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From November 1st you can start collecting clippings which can
give you codes to redeem on the campaign site from December
1st to get serial codes for various items in Pokmon Omega Ruby &
Alpha Sapphire. While most of these are simply items, such as
Nugget, Super Potion, Luxury Balls, Rare Candy & finally a Master
Ball, three Mythical Pokmon are also obtained through this
method. Shaymin, Keldeo & Victini are obtained this way. This
campaign runs in Japan until April 30th 2014. The clippings can be
obtained in various merchandise including booster packs for the
upcoming TCG set, Gaia Volcano & Tidal Storm, in Pokemon
Sandwich packs (Omega Ruby Strawberry Jam/Alpha Sapphire
Tuna Bread flavours) and in Pokmon 3D Pencil Cases with more to
be announced.There are 50 Pokmon Scrap cards to
obtain.Shaymin needs 1, Nugget needs 3, Super Potion needs 5,
Keldeo needs 7, Luxuy Ball needs 10, Rare Candy needs 13, Victini
needs 16 and finally, to get a Master Ball, you need 20. Method:
As part of a continued campaign to distribute Mega Stones, the
Pidgeotite, Steelixite, Heracronite & Houndoominite Mega Stones
were distributed globally using the Serial Code: AZUL. Method:
From October 1st you can start collecting clippings which can give
you codes to redeem on the campaign site from October 1st to
get serial codes for various items in Pokmon Omega Ruby & Alpha
Sapphire. While most of these are simply items, such as Nugget,
Super Potion, Luxury Balls, Rare Candy & finally a Master Ball,
three Mythical Pokmon are also obtained through this method.
Shaymin, Keldeo & Victini are obtained this way. This campaign
runs in Japan until April 30th 2014. The clippings can be obtained
in various merchandise including booster packs for the upcoming
TCG set, Gaia Volcano & Tidal Storm, in Pokemon Sandwich packs
(Omega Ruby Strawberry Jam/Alpha Sapphire Tuna Bread
flavours) and in Pokmon 3D Pencil Cases with more to be
announced.There are 50 Pokmon Scrap cards to obtain. Shaymin
needs 1, Nugget needs 3, Super Potion needs 5, Keldeo needs 7,
Luxuy Ball needs 10, Rare Candy needs 13, Victini needs 16 and
finally, to get a Master Ball, you need 20. Method: As part of a
continued campaign to distribute Mega Stones, the Pidgeotite,
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Steelixite, Heracronite & Houndoominite Mega Stones were
distributed globally using the Serial Code: AZUL.
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In Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, Nintendo
distributed physical clippings. Through February 3, 2016, the

clippings could be redeemed online to obtain a chance to obtain
the Elite Four, which are essentially six Pokemon that can't be

obtained from the AR Games. A progress tracker was displayed to
show players how many clippings they have as well as the total

number available. The players could also vote in the poll of which
of the elite six Pokemon they'd like the most. On February 3,

2016, Nintendo added the top votes from the poll to the list of
Pokemon that could be obtained. Those six Pokemon were then
given out to players based on the number of clippings they had.

Those clippings were distributed through parcel delivery and could
be redeemed by March 15, 2016. In Belgium and the Netherlands,
Nintendo distributed physical clippings to specific regions. They

were given away in a similar fashion to the ones in Australia, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom. The clippings could be

redeemed through a voucher that could be redeemed from
December 16, 2015 to April 15, 2016. In Japan, the Pokemon

Company began distributing physical clippings at various locations
including game stores, grocery stores and Niconico fanclub stores

from October 5 to 7, 2015. The clippings could be redeemed at
the following Pokemon Home sites:

www.gamestop.co.jp/hero/pokemon.html, www.pokemon-
jp.com/hero/pokemon-omega-ruby-alpha-sapphire.html, (URLs of

two sites were used, the first one was changed later to the
second) www.pokemon.co.jp/hero/pokemon-omega-ruby-alpha-
sapphire.html and www.pokemon.jp/hero/pokemon-omega-ruby-

alpha-sapphire.html. In Taiwan, the clippings were distributed
starting from November 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016 and were
given away at selected Gamestops. The clippings could be
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redeemed from November 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016 at the
following sites: www.game.co.tw/hero/pokemon-omega-ruby-

alpha-sapphire/ and www.gamestop.co.tw/hero/pokemon-omega-
ruby-alpha-sapphire/. In Europe, starting from June 1, 2015,

Gamestop stores across the United Kingdom, Spain and Finland
began distributing physical clippings to players who brought their
Red/Blue/Yellow/Gold/Silver/Crystal/Ruby/Sapphire with them to

the store. These clippings could be redeemed from June 1, 2015 to
July 31, 2015 at the following Gamestop branches: www.gamestop
.co.uk/pokemon/hero/pokemon-omega-ruby-alpha-sapphire.html,

www.eurogamestop.com/hero/pokemon-omega-ruby-alpha-
sapphire, and www.gamestop.fi/hero/pokemon-omega-ruby-alpha-

sapphire.html. In Germany and Austria, the clippings could be
redeemed from September 30 to October 29, 2015 at the

following Gamestops: www.gamestop.at/hero/pokemon-omega-
ruby-alpha-sapphire, www.gamestop.de/hero/pokemon-omega-

ruby-alpha-sapphire, www.gamestop. 5ec8ef588b
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